Furthermore, relationships between different measurements are usually determined by correlating results from independent assays. For example, relating early events such as synaptic interactions or calcium entry to cytokine production or proliferation hours later require two separate measurements from different cells. Such correlations tacitly assume uniformity among cells and resolve the connections at the population level, not within each individual cell. However, there is increasing evidence that population-wide measures do not completely reflect and could further disguise single-cell behavior. Recent data suggest that cells display qualitatively digital all-or-none responses when examined at the single-cell level, as opposed to the graded behavior inferred from population-wide analyses [6, 7] . Such switch-like digital behavior is also documented for immune cells [8, 9] , where activation thresholds can be strikingly low due to the remarkable sensitivity of immunoreceptors [10, 11] . Recently, for example, a single pMHC was shown to be sufficient for cytokine secretion that conforms to a digital secretion pattern [12] .
These insights highlight the importance of obtaining longitudinal information with single-cell resolution from defined cell-cell interactions across enough cells to draw statistical inferences. As such, this requires methodologies that can manipulate many individual cells to cause them to interact in controlled settings and measure multiple attributes over time.
Recently, microfabrication technologies have facilitated the development of new microscale tools with promise to address these technical challenges. A shared fundamental property is the ability to define and track specific cell-cell interactions by trapping and co-locating discrete number of cells in spatial confinements, which enables direct examination of spatiotemporal dynamics and functional outcomes of intercellular interactions at single-cell resolution. Here, we review the recent examples of these microscale tools, present their strengths, limitations and applications, and highlight opportunities for future improvements.
Defining intercellular interactions
Numerous microscale tools exist that exert cell-scale control to define cell-cell interactions ( Figure 1,  Figure 2a ). Microscale tools can be broadly classified into two categories: microwell arrays (open systems) and microfluidic systems (closed systems). Microwell arrays (Figure 1a ) contain dense arrays of individual picoliter to nanoliter compartments, and are loaded simply by depositing each cell population onto the array sequentially to settle into wells by gravity [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . They provide a straightforward method to isolate cells without specialized equipment, and therefore can readily be adopted in biology labs. The open array format is particularly amenable to different types of measurements, and facilitates scalability (up to ~250,000 wells).
Although not yet demonstrated with microwell arrays, reversible attachment of microfluidic modules with underlying perforated membrane (for solutions to diffuse) on top of the microwells could further enable their use in closed format, allowing dynamic modulation of the environment when desired [19] . One disadvantage of microwell arrays, however, is the probabilistic (Poisson-limited) loading of wells, which is exacerbated when generating cell pairs or clusters.
Enclosed microfluidic systems, meanwhile use hydrodynamics and/or other physical phenomena for cell manipulation and entrapment. Certain groups of microfluidic systems achieve cell-cell interactions using probabilistic loading protocols similar to microwells. The first group includes platforms that first distribute cell populations randomly into microchannels and then isolate cell groups into nanolitervolume microchambers by on-chip microvalves or clamp systems [20, 21] (Figure 1b) . The second group, referred to as 'droplet microfluidics' (Figure 1c) , co-encapsulate cell pairs or clusters in picoliter droplets generated by emulsions of immiscible phases [22, 23] , and can exceed Poisson-limits by controlled ordering of cells prior to droplet formation [24] [25] [26] . Conceivably, electrowetting-based approaches could further enable manipulation and transport of droplets containing cells in open format in addition to closed format configuration [27] .
One advantage common to microwell arrays, microchamber-based microfluidic platforms and dropletbased systems is physical separation of each cell group within confined spaces (using a capping substrate in the case of microwells) that allows functional protein detection and cellular cooperativity studies in local microenvironments without any perturbation from neighboring cells. Stochastic cell loading further generates discrete co-cultures with different cell number combinations (1:1, 1:2, 3:1, etc.) that allows studying interactions as a function of cell numbers as well. On the other hand, stochastic loading concomitantly leads to low throughput-per-footprint area (especially for a particular grouping, such as 1:1) that limits the spatiotemporal resolution for dynamic imaging. Another limitation is the lack of control over the initiation and timing of cell-cell contacts for mediating contact-dependent interactions (a notable exception uses ultrasound-assisted cell aggregation [16] ). Contact formation can take time depending on chamber dimensions (and cannot be confirmed unless imaged longitudinally), and variation in contact-dependent responses can be introduced due to differences in timings.
Several microfluidic systems exploit deterministic cell loading approaches to achieve temporal control over interactions. The first group of such systems utilize high-density hydrodynamic cell trap arrays within flow-through channels [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] (Figure 1d ). In particular, we developed a method, termed 'microfluidic cell pairing' [29, 31, 32] , that uses microfabricated capture-cups to properly isolate and pair thousands of cells in parallel using a multistep cell loading procedure. This approach generates one-toone enduring interactions at high efficiencies (up to ~80%), and proper choice of cell density and flow rates enable highly synchronous contact formation (<40 s variation across the entire array) with a defined time point, providing the opportunity to probe into emerging cellular responses beginning from the contact time. Deterministic loading together with dense trap placement further improves throughput-per-footprint area (cell pairs per microscope field of view) for dynamic imaging studies at increased spatiotemporal resolution. Throughput scalability (>10 4 cell pairs), however, is non-trivial due to increasing fluidic resistances and potential for clogging. Other microfluidic systems accomplish contact formation through contactless manipulation of cells exploiting physical phenomena [33] [34] [35] , with electrical approaches being most common [36] [37] [38] [39] (Figure 1e ). These electrical systems typically control individual cell positions, enabling creation of specific interactions on a cell-by-cell basis with precise control over number of interacting partners and initiation of interactions (within few seconds after the activation of final electrode pixel on the routing path, after moving cells to neighboring grid position). Similar to hydrodynamic trap arrays, these systems are ideally suited for monitoring early events, however, serial manipulation of cells present accompanying throughput and scalability limitations. The requirement for continuous electric field application additionally limits the experimental time frame (~20 min) due to adverse influences on cell physiology. One common limitation to both cell trap arrays and electrical systems is the shared microenvironment around cells that limits interrogation of secretory activities on a per-cell basis.
Although no existing single platform is ideally suited for all potential studies, the suite of available technologies represent the continuing progress toward this goal, and are already enabling unique singlecell investigations of cell-cell interactions that are not possible in bulk co-cultures.
Profiling intercellular interactions
The cell-scale control afforded by microscale tools has been exploited to resolve the complex functional outcomes of cell-cell interactions at single-cell resolution using multiple measures ( Figure 2b ). By simultaneous assessment of multiple effector functions using microwell arrays, Love and colleagues investigated the relationship between cytolysis and cytokine release among HIV-specific CD8 T cells [13] . While cytolysis was detected directly by monitoring target cell death, secretory activity was determined using the microengraving approach [40] , where a glass pre-coated with various antibodies is used to cover the array to isolate each cell group within single wells and subsequently capture released molecules. This concurrent analysis revealed the discordant behavior of HIV-specific CD8 T cells for immediate cytolysis and short-term IFNg secretion upon target engagement. Analogous multiparametric analyses were similarly used to resolve the relationship between NK cell motility upon tumor cell recognition and subsequent effector functions, revealing distinct dynamics corresponding to specific response patterns [14] [15] [16] [17] . In addition to assessing dynamics and multiple functional responses within individual cells, the ability to create discrete co-cultures with varying cell numbers were further used to examine serial killing capacity [15] , intercellular cooperativity [14] and the influence of paracrine signaling on tumor cell behavior [18, 20, 21] . For example, NK cells were shown to eliminate local target cells independent of the neighboring NK cells [14] , and experiments with multiple target cells identified a particularly active serial killer subpopulation with faster kill dynamics [15] . Similar co-culture studies in combination with barcoded antibody arrays [41, 42] also enabled quantifying the influence of paracrine signaling on tumor cell functional states and signaling networks with multiplexed detection of intracellular and secreted proteins [18, 20, 21] .
Temporal control over cell-cell contact initiation has granted access to early interaction events and facilitated high-throughput screening of activation dynamics and investigation of responses as a function of timings. In recent work, we investigated the heterogeneity and correlation in early activation events in CD8 T cells upon antigen presentation [32] . Cells displayed relatively homogeneous calcium mobilization with strong stimuli (high antigen concentration) and uniform timings, but response patterns greatly increased in heterogeneity with lower antigen concentrations that were classifiable into distinct clusters. Co-measurement of early molecular events with calcium dynamics further revealed large heterogeneity in single-cell ERK phosphorylation despite uniform timings and stimulus strength, but correlated well with shorter onset times and high calcium levels. Collectively, all these studies underscore the potential of microscale tools to enable new findings on complex intercellular interactions by generating rich datasets comprising many and new classes of measurements over individual cells.
Controlling cellular microenvironments
The ability to acquire multiple phenotypic and functional parameters from many individual cells readily reveals the influence of cellular heterogeneity on the outcomes of intercellular interactions. Aside from this cell-intrinsic variation, microscale tools allow detailed characterization of cell-extrinsic influences (variations on interacting partners, environmental stimuli) on intercellular interactions as well.
Responses can not only be analyzed based on the number of interacting cells and contact histories [14, 15] , but interacting partners can also be profiled in a pairwise correlated manner for various contributing attributes (amount of antigen presentation, surface expression of co-stimulatory molecules) and functional behaviors (calcium entry, secretory activity), to investigate heterogeneity on the partner cell side [18, 32] . In addition, it is also important to understand the role of external stimuli on cellular interactions. The ability of microfluidic systems to generate precise spatiotemporal soluble input profiles enables generation of dynamic cellular environments to understand how cells regulate their responses with varying concentrations, timings and durations under controlled external inputs (cytokines, chemokines, growth factors; Figure 2c ) [6, 43] . For cell-cell interactions, this also requires the ability to maintain enduring interactions while manipulating environments. For example, this functionality allowed tracking cell response histories upon sequential stimulation following antigen presentation, identifying distinct subpopulations based on calcium flux patterns and magnitudes, and suggested that cells displaying strong responses upon antigen presentation maintain their high response profiles with subsequent stimulations [32] . Microwell arrays provide an alternative approach to modify microenvironments. Although it is more challenging to modulate dynamic environments, wells can be modified with supported lipid bilayers to present adhered ligands as external stimuli (Figure 2c ). Love and colleagues used this approach to turn wells into artificial activating substrates, enabling study of both immune synapse structure and functional analysis of cell activation within the same system [44] . These examples highlight the potential of microscale tools to dissect out both cell-intrinsic and cellextrinsic factors on intercellular interactions in controlled environments.
Recovering single-cells
Retrieval of single-cells present the opportunity to relate on-chip measurement history with additional genetic and transcriptional profiling via downstream assays, or to expand selected cells in vitro or reintroduce them in vivo (Figure 2d ). Thanks to their open format, microwell arrays are readily conducive to recover cells from individual wells using micromanipulators [40, 45] , and have been used to identify cytolytic HIV-specific CD8 T cells on-chip followed by in vitro expansion to investigate their antigen specificities through sequence analysis of their T cell receptors [13] . For microfluidic systems, while it is trivial to retrieve bulk cells, it is much more challenging to retrieve single-cells due to the closed format, and typically requires complex particle manipulation protocols. In one example, electrical manipulation methods were exploited to route single cells to be collected in microtitre plates, and used to correlate on-chip short-term calcium responses with CD69 surface marker up-regulation and proliferation assessed off-chip [37] . These approaches facilitate maximizing the information extracted from same cells, and enable their use in subsequent studies.
Challenges and opportunities
Microscale tools have already proven to be of considerable value by offering enabling capabilities and revealing new information. The ultimate goal is to expand the set of capabilities to investigate all aspects of these interactions simultaneously for comprehensive characterization. Here, we highlight specific challenges and opportunities on the way to this goal.
Additional strategies for controlling the nature of interactions are needed. For contact-dependent interactions, controlling precise timings reduces variation in responses due to insufficient or varying contact durations. Combining existing methods to generate interactions could present one viable solution in addition to new deterministic approaches. Particularly, probabilistic approaches can be utilized together with particle manipulation techniques to initiate interactions after spatial colocalization. For example, within open microwells and enclosed microfluidic systems, contacts may be formed using dielectrophoresis (using an electrode-patterned capping substrate) or acoustic waves (using a piezoelectric substrate or hard materials). Alternatively, microwell arrays can be fabricated with a round-bottom profile, and timing of interactions can be synchronized via a brief centrifugal cosedimentation, as in traditional round-bottom microtiter plates. Control over contacts (initiation and prevention) would further enable dissecting out the influence of specific modes of communications (paracrine only, juxtacrine only, or both). Moreover, new ways to define more specific interactions (such as number and type of partners; e.g., partnering CD4 T cells, DCs and Treg cells together) will permit analysis of cooperativity/inhibition, serial killing and exhaustion in the context of more complex interactions. It can also be envisioned that microscale tools are used for defining and controlling the nature of interactions first to minimize variations during interactions, followed up by analyses using more conventional tools such as flow cytometry (including imaging cytometry).
Despite the extensive measurement capacity of microscale tools, certain combinations of measurements cannot be taken together within individual platforms, which limits the extent of characterization. This is due to distinct technical requirements of different measurements. For example, while microwell arrays are ideal for measuring single-cell secretory activities and recovering single-cells, they are not as suitable for monitoring early contact-dependent activation events or applying dynamic soluble stimuli. Similarly, microfluidic platforms that are ideally suited for assessing early events and controlling dynamic environments do not readily permit detecting multiplexed single-cell secretion profiles. Resolving the dynamic evolution of immune responses that occur over time spans ranging from seconds to days, however, dictates a comprehensive characterization over the entire course of interaction, ideally from the spatiotemporal structure of the immune synapse with single-molecule resolution to functional states of cells (even their progeny) at the single-cell level. It might seem unreasonable to expect to perform such comprehensive set of measurements within a single platform, however, rational design efforts toward this goal will definitely improve the extent of information extracted over individual cells at many informative nodes relative to current procedures, and will lay the technical groundwork to be able to do so in the future. It will therefore be essential to consider new design and measurement strategies that incorporate and optimize every assay that needs to be carried out with sufficient resolution and requisite throughput while minimizing the trade-off between sensitivity of different measurements. Extending and combining existing microscale tools could also help significantly toward this aim. Coupling these technological improvements with concurrent advances in imaging tools and reporter systems (fluorescent proteins, FRET probes, reporter mice) will further facilitate monitoring many responses in real time. Similar long-term single-cell measurements have proven powerful across biology, for example in stem cell research studying differentiation patterns and cell fate decisions [46] [47] [48] , and will likely present new opportunities to resolve evolution of immune cell responses and identify the contribution of cell-intrinsic and cell-extrinsic factors on cellular behaviors in the context of intercellular interactions [49] .
Finally, the majority of methods do not permit single-cell retrieval, and individual cell recovery is more challenging if interacting partners need to be further separated. For microfluidic systems, multiplexer architectures could provide one potential solution by addressing individual traps, but might require extensive control elements, and limit scalability and throughput. Other approaches could utilize optofluidic sorting techniques [50, 51] or micromanipulators, as in microwell arrays, that operate by piercing through silicone material enclosing the channels as demonstrated for hematopoietic cells [52] . Alternative complementary approaches (including single-cell barcoding techniques [53] [54] [55] [56] ) would also be useful for eventually enabling cell recovery for additional genetic and transcriptional profiling, in vitro expansion or adoptive transfer of single cells for in vivo studies.
We are progressively expanding our toolbox to decode immune cell interactions in greater detail. A complete picture calls for multidisciplinary approaches that include advances ranging from genetics and biochemistry to imaging and computational tools. Microscale tools can complement and augment these developments to establish together the framework that will finally make possible the comprehensive analyses of cell-cell interactions in the immune system. Demonstrates remarkable sensitivity of T cells for cytokine production that takes a digital secretion pattern. This finding was enabled by single-molecule imaging and single-cell cytokine detection over same cells.
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Reports a novel approach to simultaneously evaluate multiple immune cell effector functions at the single-cell level, and reveals a discordance between cytolysis and short-term cytokine secretion of HIV-specific CD8 T cells.
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• Reports an ultrasound-assisted cell-cell aggregation method to synchronize cell-cell contacts in silicon microwells.
••
Presents an efficient microfluidic approach to pair hundreds of immune cells in parallel with a defined synchronous contact to allow investigation of dynamic cellular responses from the initial contact point.
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• Reports measurement of up to 42 different secreted proteins from single cells isolated in microchambers using spatial and spectral multiplexing of antibody arrays.
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• Highlights the influence of cell-intrinsic and cell-extrinsic mechanisms that could drive diverse T cell outputs. Microtechnologies have great potential to explore these mechanisms in vitro. 
